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1.‘62% rural houses have tap water connections’ 

 
• Around 62% of rural households in India have fully functional tap water connections 

within their premises, according to a survey commissioned by the Union Ministry of 
Water Resources to assess the functioning of the government's marquee Jal Jeevan 
Mission.  

• A fully functional tap water connection is defined as a household getting at least 55 
litres per capita per day of potable water all through the year.  

• Close to three-fourths of households received water all seven days a week and 8% 
just once a week.  

• On an average, households got water for three hours every day, and 80% reported 
that their daily requirements of water were being met by the tap connections.  

• The water quality in some households was tested. It revealed 95% of households to 
have within acceptable limits of pH values. Over 90% of village-level institutions were 
getting potable water.  

• Over half (57%) of the sampled households reported purifying water before drinking. 
However, the report mentions a concerning problem of chlorine contamination.  
Jal Jeevan Mission 
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• Jal Jeevan Mission (JJM) is envisioned to provide safe and adequate drinking water 
through individual Functional Household Tap Connections (FHTCs) by 2024 to all 
households in rural India.  

• The programme will also implement source sustainability measures as mandatory 
elements, such as recharge and reuse through grey water management, water 
conservation, rain water harvesting. 

• JJM will be based on a community approach to water and will include extensive 
Information, Education and communication as a key component of the mission. 

 

2.Telangana scoops Swachh Survekshan Gramin, 2022 award 
• Telangana was ranked first for the cleanliness of its villages in the Swachh 

Survekshan Gramin (SSG), 2022, which looked into the sanitation status of rural 
areas.  

• After Telangana, Haryana was placed second followed by Tamil Nadu in the Large 
States category.  

• The Swachh Survekshan Gramin, 2022 award ranks States and districts on the basis 
of their performance attained on Swachh Bharat Mission Gramin (SBMG) parameters 
and engagement of the rural community in improvement of their sanitation status.  

• Among smaller States and Union Territories, Andaman and Nicobar secured the first 
position, followed by Dadra and Nagar Haveli, Da man and Diu and Sikkim. “Swachh 
Bharat Mission Gramin is a movement to bring in behavioural change in our 
populace.  
Background 

• Since the launch of SBMG in 2014, over 11 crore toilets had been built and about 60 
crore people had given up open defecation.  

• The second phase of the mission, launched in 2020, aims to make all six lakh 
villages in India ‘Open Defecation Free Plus’. 

 

3.National Means-cum-Merit Scholarship  
• The Union government’s Ministry of Education has extended the deadline for 

submission of applications for the National MeanscumMerit Scholarship scheme for 
2022-23.  

• The scholarships are awarded to meritorious students of economically weaker 
sections from Class 9 every year.  

• One lakh fresh scholarships are awarded to selected students for studying in State 
government, government-aided and local body schools.  

• The amount of scholarship is ₹12,000 per annum. Students whose parental income 
from all sources is not more than ₹3,50,000 per annum are eligible to avail the 
scholarships.  

• The students must have at least 55% marks or equivalent grade in Class 7 
examination for appearing in the selection test. 
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4.The Mediation Bill, 2021 
• The Mediation Bill, 2021 was introduced in the Rajya Sabha on December 20, 2021, 

with the Parliamentary Standing Committee being tasked with a review of the Bill. 
The committee’s report to the Rajya Sabha was submitted on July 13, 2022.  
Details 

• In its report, the Committee recommends substantial changes to the Mediation Bill, 
aimed at institutionalising mediation and establishing the Mediation Council of India. 

• The Bill proposes mandatory mediation before litigation. At the same time, it 
safeguards the rights of litigants to approach competent adjudicatory forums/courts 
for urgent relief.  

• The mediation process will be confidential and immunity is provided against its 
disclosure in certain cases. It also establishes the Mediation Council of India and also 
provides for community mediation.  

• According to the Bill, prelitigation mediation is mandatory for both parties before filing 
any suit or proceeding in a court. Parties who fail to attend prelitigation mediation 
without a reasonable reason may incur a cost.  

• However, as per Article 21 of the Constitution, access to justice is a constitutional 
right which cannot be fettered or restricted.  

• Furthermore, the Bill considers international mediation to be domestic when it is 
conducted in India with the settlement being recognised as a judgment or decree of a 
court. 

 

5.The criterion for SC status 
• The Supreme Court of India has sought the most recent position of the Union 

government on a batch of petitions challenging the Constitution (Scheduled Castes) 
Order of 1950, which allows only members of Hindu, Sikh and Buddhist religions to 
be recognised as Scheduled Castes.  

• The Union government in 2019 rejected the possibility of including Dalit Christians as 
members of SCs rooting the exclusion on an Imperial Order of 1936 of the then 
colonial government, which had first classified a list of the Depressed Classes and 
specifically excluded “Indian Christians” from it.  

• Even though several independent Commission reports have documented the 
existence of caste and caste inequalities among Indian Christians and Indian 
Muslims, the Union government refuses to accept these reports on the basis that 
they do not have enough empirical evidence to support their claims. 

 

6.Three arrested for smuggling sandalwood out of city  
• The Bagalagunte police busted a sandalwood smuggling racket and arrested three 

people who were transporting 150 kilos of logs in a car out of Bangalore.  
Sandalwood 
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• Santalum album, commonly known as Indian Sandalwood, is a dry deciduous forest 
species native to China, India, Indonesia, Australia, and the Philippines.  

• Sandalwood has been long associated with the Indian heritage & culture, as the 
country contributed 85% of the world’ sandalwood trade erstwhile. However, lately 
this has been declining at a fast rate.  
Uses 

• Sandalwood oil is extracted from the woods for use. Sandalwood is often cited as 
one of the most expensive woods in the world.  

• Both the wood and the oil produce a distinctive fragrance that has been highly valued 
for centuries. Consequently, some species of these slow-growing trees have suffered 
over-harvesting in the past. 

 

7.Panel to study SC status of Dalits post conversion 

 
• The Union government has now formed a three member Commission of Inquiry 

headed by former Chief Justice of India, Justice K.G. Balakrishnan, to examine 
whether the Scheduled Caste (SC) status can be accorded to Dalits who have over 
the years converted to religions other than Sikhism or Buddhism.  

• Soon the Su preme Court on is expected to hear the Centre’s present position on a 
batch of petitions seeking the inclusion of Dalit Christians and Dalit Muslims and the 
removal of religion as criterion for inclusion as SCs.  

• Currently, the Constitution (Scheduled Castes) Order, 1950 provides for only those 
belonging to Hindu, Sikh or Buddhist communities to be categorised as SCs.  
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1.MSME imports hit after rupee’s free fall against greenback 
• Under this scenario, our MSMEs are losing their competitive advantage, market 

share and margins especially when Taiwanese, Vietnamese and Chinese products 
are plentily available for a much at tractive price,” lamented Kassia president.  

• Some MSMEs, already facing a shortage of raw materials as they are not able to 
import at a higher cost, have already slowed down or shut their units temporarily, as 
per trade body sources.  

• Small and medium electronics-based manufacturing industry also imports most of the 
raw materials including semiconductors and Integrated Circuits to support their 
production here.  
MSME 

 
• MSME stands for Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises. It was introduced by the 

Government of India in agreement with the MSMED (Micro, Small, and Medium 
Enterprises Development) Act of 2006. 

• As per this act, MSMEs are the enterprises involved in the processing, production, 
and preservation of goods and commodities. 

 

2.Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code 
• Speaking at the sixth anniversary of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India 

(IBBI), Union Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman said that the country could not 
afford to lose the “sheen” of its insolvency law, the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code 
(IBC).  

• Addressing the issue of haircuts — or the debt that banks forgo — she said it was 
unacceptable that banks should take a hefty haircut on loans that go through the 
resolution process.  
What is the IBC?   

• In a growing economy, a healthy credit flow and generation of new capital are 
essential, and when a company or business turns insolvent or “sick”, it begins to 
default on its loans.  

• In order for credit to not get stuck in the system or turn into bad loans, it is important 
that banks or creditors are able to recover as much as possible from the defaulter, as 
quickly as they can.  

Economy 
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• The IBC was introduced in 2016 to consolidate previously available laws to create a 
timebound mechanism with a creditor control model as opposed to the debtor-in-
possession system.  

• When insolvency is triggered under the IBC, there can be just two outcomes: 
resolution or liquidation, with the former being the preferred solution.  

• However, when one looks at official data for the 3,400 cases admitted under the IBC 
in the last six years, more than 50% of the cases ended in liquidation, and only 14% 
could find a proper resolution. 

 

3.Is it time for the gig economy? 
• Moonlighting is a state where employees work for remuneration with entities other 

than their employers. It is not defined in any of the statutes in India. However, there 
are enactments that deal with double employment.  

• Moonlighting is subject to the law of the land. The sphere of employment cannot be 
extended by the employer beyond working hours and outside his place of 
employment.  

• The Courts of law in India dealing with employment are Writ Courts and Labour 
Courts, which exercise jurisdiction based on equity or fairness. Therefore, the Courts 
may lean in favour of the employee unless the contravention of the employee has led 
to serious prejudice and loss to the employer. 

 

4.Government kicks off IDBI Bank disinvestment process 
• The government kicked off the process for the strategic disinvestment of IDBI Bank 

along with the transfer of management control, by issuing a preliminary information 
memorandum to invite expressions of interest from prospective buyers.  

• The Government of India will sell 30.48% of its stake in the bank, and Life Insurance 
Corporation of India (LIC) shall sell 30.24%, aggregating to 60.72% of IDBI Bank’s 
share capital, along with transfer of management control in the lender.  
Strategic disinvestment 

• Strategic disinvestment would imply the sale of a substantial portion of the 
Government shareholding of a central public sector enterprise (CPSE) of up to 50%, 
or such higher percentage as the competent authority may determine, along with 
transfer of management control. 
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1.WTO warns ‘darkened’ trade outlook could deteriorate 
further  

• The World Trade Organization (WTO) forecast a slow down of global trade growth in 
2023 as sharply higher energy and food prices and rising interest rates curb import 
demand, and warned of a possible contraction if the war in Ukraine worsens.  

• The trade body said that merchandise trade would increase by 3.5% this year.  
• However, for 2023, it sees trade growth of just 1%, compared with a previous 

forecast of 3.4%.  
• The WTO said there was high uncertainty over its forecasts. It provided a band of 

trade growth expansion of 2% to 4.9% for 2022 and of 2.8% to 4.6% for 2023. “The 
picture for 2023 has darkened considerably. 
Causes 

• “If the war in Ukraine worsens, rather than gets better, that’s going to have a huge 
impact.  

• Weather events hitting food-producing regions or damaging energy export 
infrastructure could further hit trade.  

• Weakness in China, where COVID19 outbreaks have disrupted production.  
• Resorting to trade restrictions, curbs imposed by various countries on food and 

fertiliser exports rose back to 53 due to new measures. These would only deepen 
inflationary pressures and reduce living standards and would likely make us more 
rather than less vulnerable to the crisis we are grappling with. 
Solution 

• World needs a more diversified base for production of goods and services, which 
should boost growth, increase resilience and promote long term price stability by 
mitigating exposure to extreme weather events.  

 

2.Respect and guarantee human rights to Uighurs of Xinjiang, 
says MEA 

• India addressed the issue of the Uighurs of Xinjiang directly for the first time saying 
that the community's human rights should be “respected”.  

• The government of India had taken “note” of the human rights assessment ” of 
Xinjiang that was earlier presented by the Office of the High Commissioner of Human 
Rights (OHCHR) in a report.  
Uyghurs 

 

International Relations 
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• The Uyghurs are a Turkic ethnic group originating from and culturally affiliated with 
the general region of Central and East Asia.  

• The Uyghurs are recognized as native to the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region in 
Northwest China.  

• China has been accused of committing crimes against humanity and possibly 
genocide against the Uyghur population and other mostly-Muslim ethnic groups in 
the north-western region of Xinjiang. 

• Human rights groups believe China has detained more than one million Uyghurs 
against their will over the past few years in a large network of what the state calls "re-
education camps", and sentenced hundreds of thousands to prison terms. 

 

3.‘India can lead G20 on education, climate and debt 
sustainability’ 

• Debt sustainability, education and climate action are three areas of potential for India 
when it takes on the presidency of the Group of Twenty (G20) in December 2022.  

• There’s a potential focus on debt,” Mr. Malpass said. I think the world is at a point 
where there can be progress made for a more effective common framework,” he 
said.  

• The World Bank’s president said there had been a very concerning increase in 
education poverty with 70% of children in developing countries unable to read the 
basic texts  and that India could play a leadership role in education.  

• Also there is a need for the importance of adaptation to climate change for many of 
the countries in terms of saving lives on the ground. That’ll be a focus of [ the 
November 2022 United Nations Climate Change Conference in ] Sharm el Sheikh. 
Group of Twenty (G20) 

 
• The G20 is a strategic multilateral platform connecting the world’s major developed 

and emerging economies. The G20 holds a strategic role in securing future global 
economic growth and prosperity.  

• Together, the G20 members represent more than 80 percent of world GDP, 75 
percent of international trade and 60 percent of the world population.  

• The presidency of the G20 rotates every year among its members, with the country 
that holds the presidency working together with its predecessor and successor, also 
known as Troika, to ensure the continuity of the agenda.  

• Currently Italy, Indonesia, and India are the Troika countries. 
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1.Technology eases path for the weary 
• For centuries, Jammu and Kashmir’s nomadic community, known as Gujjars and 

Bakerwals, have undertaken arduous journeys on foot as part of their seasonal 
migration to find better pastures for their livestock.  

• They often lose cattle and, on occasion, family members to accidents and hardships 
along the way.  

• However, technological solutions and transport services have been offered this year 
to help them cover long distances in less time and more safely.  
Bakarwal 

• The Bakarwal community is listed as Scheduled Tribes along with Gujjars in Jammu 
and Kashmir in 1991. 

• As a nomadic tribe they spread over a large part starting from Pir Panjal Range to 
Hindukush to Ladakh located in Himalayan mountains of South Asia.  

• They are goatherders and shepherds at large and seasonally migrate from one place 
to another with their herds.  

• They are found in the entire Kashmir region between India and Pakistan, and in the 
Nuristan Province of northeast Afghanistan. 
Gujjars 

• Gurjar or Gujjar is an ethnic nomadic, agricultural and pastoral community, spread 
mainly in India, Pakistan, Kashmir and Afghanistan, divided internally into various 
clan groups. 

• They traditionally involved in agriculture, pastoral and nomadic activities form a large 
homogeneous group. 

 

 

 

 

1.The Indian-made LCH ‘Prachand’ and its significance  

 

Geography 

Defence and Security 
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• The Light Combat Helicopter (LCH) is the only attack helicopter in the world that can 
land and take off at an altitude of 5,000 metres (16,400 ft).  

• The helicopter can fly at a maximum speed of 288 kmph and has a combat radius of 
500 km, which can go up to a service ceiling of 21,000 feet, making it ideal to operate 
in Siachen.  

• It incorporates several stealth features such as reduced radar and infrared 
signatures.  

• It can be deployed to perform Combat Search and Rescue (CSAR), bunker busting 
operations, counterinsurgency operations in the jungle and urban areas and support 
the ground forces. 
 

 

 

 

1.‘Can read, talk’: Vyommitra’s skills get a liftoff with digital 
grey matter 

 
• Vyommitra, the humanoid designed and developed by the Indian Space Research 

Organisation (ISRO) to fly aboard unmanned test missions ahead of the Gaganyaan 
human space flight mission, is undergoing preflight ground tests at the ISRO Inertial 
Systems Unit (IISU).  

• Over the past few months, the IISU has successfully integrated it with a computer 
“brain”, which enables it to “read” control panels aboard the unmanned test flights 
and communicate with the IS RO ground stations, IISU Director Sam Dayala Dev 
said.  
Vyommitra 

• The ISRO and the IISU unveiled Vyommitra, a“female” robot astronaut, in 2020. 
Vyommitra is a half-humanoid lacking lower limbs.  

• The IISU was responsible for the design, development, and integration of the robot, 
while the Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre (VSSC) at Thumba here developed its 
fingers.  

• The AI-enabled robot is designed to fly aboard a rocket, withstanding vibrations and 
shock during the flight.  

• It has been designed to resemble a human with facial expressions and speech and 
sight capabilities, he said.  

• Vyommitra will fly aboard the first unmanned test flight ahead of the manned 
Gaganyaan flight expected in 2024.  

• The IISU, which designs and develops navigational systems for ISRO launch 
vehicles, had special teams working on the humanoid over the past several months.  

Science and Technology 
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• In the meantime, Vyommitra is set to get a digital twin. The “twin” will undergo 
computer simulations where the control systems are tested for microgravity 
conditions.  

• The twin will be developed in collaboration with academic institutions such as the 
IITs.  

• The Gaganyaan programme would demonstrate human spaceflight by sending a 
crew to a 400km low earth orbit and bringing them back safely. 

 

2.‘Chandrayaan-2 Orbiter maps abundance of sodium on 
Moon’ 

• Scientists from Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) have mapped out the 
global distribution of sodium on the Moon’s surface.  

• They used the CLASS instrument (Chan drayaan2 large area soft X-ray 
spectrometer) carried by the second Indian Moon mission, Chandrayaan-2.  

• This is the first effort to provide a global-scale measurement of sodium on the lunar 
surface using X-ray fluorescent spectra.  

• The results have been published in a recent edition of The Astrophysical Journal. 
Chandrayaan-2 

 
• Chandrayaan-2 spacecraft was launched in July, 2019. Chandrayaan-2 is the second 

lunar exploration mission developed by the Indian Space Research Organisation 
(ISRO), after Chandrayaan-1.  

• It consists of a lunar orbiter, and also included the Vikram lander, and the Pragyan 
lunar rover, all of which were developed in India.  

• The main scientific objective is to map and study the variations in lunar surface 
composition, as well as the location and abundance of lunar water. 
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1.Lather upstages Ajay to clinch the 81kg gold 

 
• Deepak Lather claimed his first gold medal in the men’s 81kg weight category in the 

weightlifting arena of the National Games.  

 

2.Grappler Antim lives up to her reputation in the 53kg 
category 

 
• World under-20 champion Antim Panghal displayed her class to bag the women's 

53kg gold medal in the wrestling arena of the National Games.  
 

3.Yuvika proves too good for Rhythm in women’s 10m air 
pistol 

 

Sports 
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• Yuvika thrashed Rhythm to take gold in women’s 10m air pistol. T.S. Divya of Kar 
nataka won bronze. 

 

4.Sarvesh creates high jump Games record 

  
• Sarvesh Kushare created a new Games record on his way to the men’s high jump 

gold at the athletics arena of the National Games here.  
• Services jumper Sar Vesh achieved a mark of 2.27m to win gold.   

 

5.Advait Page, Bhavya Sachdeva hog limelight in swimming 

 
• Advait Page dominated the men’s 1500m freestyle to set a new Games record on the 

second day of the swimming events of the 36th National Games at the Sardar Patel 
Aquatic complex. Advait clocked a slow 15:54.79s to clinch the gold. 

• Delhi’s Bhavya Sachdeva underlined her growing stature by setting a new mark in 
the women’s 800m.  

• While S. Lakshya broke the record twice in the 200m breaststroke.  
• Karnataka’s women set a new mark in the 4x100m medley relay.    

 

6.Siva Subramaniam soars to a new high 
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• Siva Subramaniam scripted a new National record as he secured the men’s pole 
vault title at the athletics arena of the National Games.  

• Siva marginally improved his own record as he achieved 5.31m.  
Discuss throw 

• Kirpal Singh also set a new Games mark as he threw the discus to 59.32m. He went 
past Shakti Singh’s 1997 performance of 58.56m.  
Long jump 

• Nayana James beat World under-20 silver medallist Shaili Singh, who returned to 
action after an in jury to do 6.28m, to bag the women’s long jump title with a leap of 
6.33m 

 

7.Samra nails a thriller to bag 50m rifle 3 positions title 

 
• Sift Kaur Samra pipped seasoned campaigner Shriyanka Sadangi to claim the 

women’s 50m rifle 3 positions title in what was undoubtedly the most thrilling gold 
medal match thus far in shooting at the 36th National Games.  

• Samra, who had to fend off Olympian and eventual bronze medallist Anjum Moudgil 
in a shootoff to qualify for the final stage of the event, was off to a flying start.  

• Vijayveer Sidhu and Harmandeep Kaur claimed the gold in the 10m air pistol mixed 
team event. 

 

8.Sambo Lapung breaks Vikas Thakur’s clean and jerk record 

 
• Arunachal Pradesh’s Sambo Lapung claimed the men’s 96kg gold medal at the 

weightlifting arena of the National Games. 
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9.Shrikrishna beats Habib, bags World 6-red snooker title  

 
• S. Shrikrishna of India became the new World 6-red snooker champion when he 

defeated Habib Sabah of Bahrain in the final at Kuala Lumpur. The 22-year-old 
outplayed Habib in a one sided best-of-nine frame final.  

 

10.Purnima wins plus-87 kg weightlifting gold medal 

 
• Purnima Pandey overcame a stiff back to avenge her loss to M.T. Ann Maria despite 

totalling a below-par 215kg in the women’s +87kg category on the concluding day of 
the weightlifting competitions at the National Games in Gandhinagar on Tuesday. 

 

11.Teenager Hashika bags her third gold of the Games 

 
• The 14-year-old Hashika Ramachandra of Karnataka toppled another favourite Astha 

Choudhury on way to her third individual gold medal in the 36th National Games 
swimming events.  
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• Hashika warded off a late challenge from As sam’s Astha Choudhury to win the gold 
in 200m butterfly with a new games record of 2:19.12.  

• Harshika later anchored the Karnataka 4x200m freestyle relay squad to a new 
games record and took her gold medal tally to four.  

• Sajan Prakash came up with a dominating performance to win the men’s 200m 
butterfly with a new record.  

• National champion Chahat Arora put up a scintillating performance in the 50m 
breaststroke. She led from start-to-finish to clock 33.31 and break A.V. Jayaveena’s 
old mark (34.43) set in 2015.  

• The Karnataka men’s 4x200m relay team came from behind to win the gold. 

 

12.Hashika claims her sixth gold; Sajan takes his yellow metal 
tally to five 

 
• Hashika Ramachandra from Karnataka, the 14-year-old budding star of Indian 

swimming, underlined her class by winning her sixth gold of the 36th National 
Games.  

• The Karnataka girl won back-to-back gold medals on the penultimate day and set a 
new meet record in 400m freestyle.  

 

13.Chahat breaks a long-standing record in 100m breaststroke 
• Punjab’s Chahat Arora erased one of the longest standing records from the books as 

she powered her way to gold in 100m breaststroke on the final day of the swimming 
events of the 36th National Games.  

• Assam’s Shivangi Sarma, with a late burst, pipped favourite Maana Patel to clinch 
the gold in women’s 100m freestyle event.  
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1.Swedish scientist gets medicine Nobel for work on human 
evolution 

 
• Swedish scientist Svante Paabo won the Nobel Prize in medicine for his 

discoveries on human evolution that provided key insights into our immune system 
and what makes us unique compared with our extinct cousins.  

• Mr. Paabo has spearheaded the development of new techniques that allowed 
researchers to compare the genome of modern humans and that of other hominins 
— the Neanderthals and Denisovans.  
Denisovans 

• Mr. Paabo and his team also managed to extract DNA from a tiny finger bone found 
in a cave in Siberia, leading to the recognition of a new species of ancient humans 
they called Denisovans.  

• This is “a sensational discovery” that subsequently showed Neanderthals and 
Denisovan to be sister groups which split from each other around 6,00,000 years 
ago.  

• Denisovan genes have been found in up to 6% of modern humans in Asia and 
southeast Asia, indicating that interbreeding occurred there too. By mixing with them 
after migrating out of Africa, homosapiens picked up sequences that improved their 
chances to survive in their new environments.  

 

2.Annie Ernaux wins Literature Nobel  

 

Awards and Recognitions 
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• French author Annie Ernaux, known for her deceptively simple novels drawing on 
personal experience of class and gender, was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature.  

• Ms. Ernaux, 82, was honored for the courage and clinical acuity with which she 
uncovers the roots, estrangements and collective restraints of personal memory”, the 
jury said.  

• Personal experiences are the source for all of Ms. Ernaux’s work and she is the 
pioneer of France’s “ autofiction ” genre, which gives narrative form to real life 
experience. 

 

3.Nobel Prize in physics 

 
• The Nobel Committee of The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences announced the 

names of three physicists as the laureates for the Nobel Prize in physics.  
• They are Alain Aspect from the University of ParisSaclay, France; John F. Clauser of 

John F. Clauser and Associates, California, U.S.; and Anton Zeilinger, University of 
Vienna, Austria.  

• They have been awarded “for experiments with entangled photons, establishing the 
violation of Bell inequalities and pioneering quantum information science,” according 
to a press release given out by the Academy of Sciences, which is based in 
Stockholm, Sweden.  
Why were these three physicists chosen for the award?  

• The prize has been given for experimental work in quantum entanglement, which 
Einstein referred to as ‘spooky action at a distance’.  

• John Clauser and Alain Aspect firmed up this concept, developing more and more 
complex experiments that demonstrated and established that entanglement was 
indeed a true characteristic of quantum mechanics.  

• They did this by creating, processing and measuring what are called Bell pairs. Anton 
Zeilinger innovatively used entanglement and Bell pairs, both in research and in 
applications. These include quantum computation and quantum cryptography. 

 

4.‘Click Chemistry’  
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• A trio of chemists, Carolyn Bertozzi, Morten Meldal and Barry Sharpless, are this 
year’s Nobel laureates for Chemistry.  

• They won it for pioneering ‘click chemistry,’ which underpins green chemistry.  
Details  

• Professor Carolyn Bertozzi of Stanford University, has taken click chemistry to a new 
dimension and started utilising it in living organisms. Her bioorthogonal reactions take 
place without disrupting the normal chemistry of the cell. 

• Barry Sharpless and Morten Meldal have laid the foundation for a functional form of 
chemistry – click chemistry – in which molecular building blocks snap together 
quickly and efficiently. 

• The Nobel Prize in Chemistry 2022 is about making difficult processes easier. Click 
chemistry and bio-orthogonal reactions have taken chemistry into the era of 
functionalism, the academy said. 

• Click chemistry is utilised in the development of pharmaceuticals, for mapping DNA 
and creating materials that are more fit for purpose. Using bio-orthogonal reactions, 
researchers have improved the targeting of cancer pharmaceuticals.                 

 

 

 

1.Suzlon Energy founder Tulsi Tanti dies of cardiac arrest 

 
• Suzlon Energy founder Tulsi Tanti, popularly known as India’s ‘wind man’, died of a 

cardiac arrest at 64.  
• One of the pioneers of the wind energy business in India and a globally renowned 

expert on clean energy, he envisioned the opportunity in the renewable energy 
industry back in 1995, when the global wind energy market was dominated by 
international players.  

• Under his leadership, Suzlon Energy grew to become the country’s largest wind 
energy player.  

 

 

 

 

 

Obituaries 
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1.CAG highlights glaring lapses in rural electrification scheme 
rollout 

• The Comptroller and Auditor General of India (CAG) report on the implementation of 
Deendayal Upadhyaya Gram Jyoti Yojana (DDUGJY) and Pradhan Mantri Sahaj Bijli 
Har Ghar Yojana (Saubhagya) across five electricity supply companies (escoms) in 
Karnataka has revealed several discrepancies in allotment of contracts and 
deficiencies in the management of the funds under the scheme.  

• The state government and the escoms had also failed to monitor the project progress 
periodically, the report noted.  

• Both the DDUGJY and Saubhagya are Centre’s initiatives that are directed at rural 
electrification by providing last-mile connectivity and electricity connections to all 
unelectrified households.  
Deendayal Upadhyaya Gram Jyoti Yojana (DDUGJY)  

• Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Gram Jyoti Yojana is a Government of India scheme 
designed to provide continuous electricity supply to rural India.  

• The scheme replaced the existing Rajiv Gandhi Grameen Vidyutikaran Yojana. 
• The scheme will enable it to initiate much awaited reforms in the rural areas. It 

focuses on feeder separation (rural households & agricultural) and strengthening of 
sub-transmission & distribution infrastructure including metering at all levels in rural 
areas. This will help in providing round the clock power to rural households and 
adequate power to agricultural consumers. 
Saubhagya scheme 

• Saubhagya Scheme or Pradhan Mantri Sahaj Bijli Har Ghar Yojana is an Indian 
government project to provide electricity to the households.  

• The project was announced in September 2017 by Prime Minister Narendra Modi, 
who said that the aim was to complete the electrification process by December 2018. 

• Certain households identified via the Socio-economic and Caste Census (SECC) of 
2011 will be eligible for free electricity connections, while others will be charged Rs. 
500. 

• On 16 November 2017, the government launched a website saubhagya.gov.in to 
disseminate information about the scheme. 

• The beneficiary household will get One LED light, one DC power plug. It also 
includes the Repair and Maintenance of Meter Only (R&M) for 5 years. 

 

2.PM to open 108-ft Kempegowda statue 

 
• Prime Minister Narendra Modi will inaugurate the 108-foot statue of Bengaluru 

founder Kempegowda on November 10, 2022.   

State News 
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• The government is spending Rs 85 crore on the Kempegowda statue that is made of 
bronze.  

• It stands on a 23-acre space near the Kempegowda International Airport in 
Devanahalli, which will also have a heritage park dedicated to the 16th century 
chieftain. 

• Renowned sculptor and Padma Bhushan awardee Ram Vanji Sutar has designed 
the Kempegowda statue. Sutar also designed the 597-foot Statue of Unity in 
Gujarat and the 27-foot Mahatma Gandhi statue on the Vidhana Soudha premises.  

 

3.Kumbh Mela: Mahadeshwara Jyothi Yatra launched at MM 
Hill Temple in Karnataka 

 
• Mahadeshwara Jyothi Yatra, a prelude to the four-day Kumbh Mela near 

Ambigarahalli, in KR Pet taluk, Mandya district, was launched at MM Hill temple, in 
Hanur taluk, Chamarajanagar district. 

• The Mahadeshwara Maha Kumbh Mela will be held from October 13 to 16 and lakhs 
of devotees, including Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath, are expected to 
attend the event. 

• This will be the second ‘Kumbh Mela’ in KR Pet taluk. The Mela will be held at the 
confluence of River Kaveri, Hemavathi and Lakshmantheertha, before the 
Krishnaraja Sagar Dam. 

 

4.Karnataka to issue executive order hiking SC/ST quota 
• The Karnataka Cabinet decided to issue an executive order increasing reservation 

for the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes after which the government will 
initiate steps to have it included under the 9th Schedule of the Constitution.  

• Quota for SCs will go up from 15 per cent to 17 per cent and for STs from 3 per cent 
to 7 per cent.  

• The Cabinet decided to accept the recommendations of the Justice HN 
Nagmohan Das Commission on hiking SC/ST quota. It will be implemented 
through a government order.  

• At present, Karnataka provides 32 per cent reservations for OBCs, 15 per cent for 
SCs and 3 per cent for STs, totalling 50 per cent. 
Special procedure 

• This will take the reservation tally in Karnataka to 56 per cent against the 50 per cent 
cap fixed by the Supreme Court in the Indira Sawhney judgement. But under the 
Indira Sawhney judgement, a special case can be made for communities that are 
away from the mainstream socially and educationally 

• The 9th Schedule has its own procedure. It’s a Constitutional amendment. 
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• The Cabinet relied upon the Nagmohan Das Commission and Justice Subhash B Adi 
reports. “Both reports have made a special case based on population, education and 
social parameters along with statistics. There are strong grounds.  
Other State Examples 

• Karnataka is banking on examples from other states that have breached the 50 per 
cent reservation limit: Tamil Nadu (69 per cent), Maharashtra (68 per cent), Madhya 
Pradesh (73 per cent), Rajasthan (64 per cent), Jharkhand (70 per cent) and Uttar 
Pradesh (60 per cent). “No court has ordered against them,” Bommai pointed out.  

 

5.Rani Chennamma, Sangolli Rayanna statues to be installed  

 
• The statues of Kittur Rani Chennamma and Sangolli Rayanna will be installed on the 

premises of Suvarna Soudha in Belagavi this year, and the State government has 
released ₹50 crore for the purpose, Chief Minister Basavaraj Bommai said.  

 

6.Jayadeva satellite centre at K.C. General Hospital to be 
functional 

• Cardiac emergencies requiring the golden hour treatment in Central Bengaluru can 
now avail timely treatment at the State run K.C. General Hospital.  

• A 50-bed satellite centre of the Sri Jayadeva Institute of Cardiovascular Sciences and 
Research (SJICSR) was inaugurated.  

• The compact cardiac centre, set up on an equip, operate, and manage (EOM) model, 
has 20 ICU beds and 30 general wards.  

• Facilities such as ECHO, treadmill, ECG and a cath lab are also available.  

 

7.Yeshaswini scheme to be relaunched 
• Chief Minister Basavaraj Bommai announced that the Yeshaswini health insurance 

scheme for farmers will be relaunched on November 1, 2022.  
• Initially launched in 2003, Yeshaswini was one of the largest self-funded healthcare 

schemes. 
Yeshasvini Co-Operative Farmers Health Care Scheme 

• YESHASVINI which is a unique Cooperative Health Care Scheme launched for the 
first time in the world is meant for farmers who are members of the Cooperative 
Societies.  

• Its aim is to ensure good health for farmer cooperators of Karnataka. 
• Mission is to bring health care of International Standards within the reach of every 

cooperative farmer of Karnataka.  
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8.Namma Clinics will begin operations by December 15, 2022 
• The 438 Namma Clinics (health and wellness centres) will become functional in 

Karnataka by December 15, 2022.  
• As many as 243 of the 438 clinics are being set up in BBMP limits.  
• Each clinic will have a doctor, a nurse, a lab technician, and a ‘D’ group employee.  

Namma Clinics 
• The programme focuses on addressing the healthcare needs of the urban poor, 

especially those falling below the poverty line and people living in huts.  
• Each ward in the city will consist of at least one Namma Clinic and will operate like 

PHCs (primary health centres).  
• In addition to providing healthcare, Namma Clinics will focus on creating awareness 

about government healthcare schemes.  
• PHCs, in accordance with the population, exist in rural areas. However, there aren’t 

enough government healthcare centres in urban areas to cater to the population, 
hence this new scheme has been launched. 

 

9.Community support to tuberculosis patients: Karnataka 
among top five States  

 
• With around 2,000 registered Nikshay Mitras in Karnataka, who have adopted 

Tuberculosis (TB) patients, Karnataka is among the top five States in the country.  
• Overall, 29,831 Nikshay Mitras have been registered in the country.  

Background 
• The Union Health Ministry launched the ‘adopt a TB patient’ (Nikshay Mitras) 

initiative in September 2022 to fill the critical ‘community’ elements into India’s fight 
towards the Pradhan Mantri TB Mukt Bharat Abhiyaan aimed at eliminating TB by 
2025.  

• The initiative allows any individual to adopt one or more TB patients and look after 
their nutritional and medical needs.  

• To achieve the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG3) target for TB (Baseline 
2015), we need to reduce TB incidence rate by 80% and TB deaths by 90%.  

• The current death rate is 5.5%.  
• Apart from individuals, cooperative societies, corporates, elected representatives, 

institutions, non governmental organisa tions, political parties and partners who can 
support by adopting the health facilities (for individual donor), blocks/urban wards/ 
districts/States for accelerating the response against TB to complement the 
government efforts, as per the district-specific requirements in coordination with the 
district administration can register as Nikshay Mitras.  
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• The support provided to the patient under this initiative is in addition to the free 
diagnostics, free drugs under Nikshay Poshan Yojana provided by National TB 
Elimination Programme (NTEP) to all the TB patients notified from both the public 
and the private sector. 

 

10.Chorus grows for declaring Hesaraghatta Grasslands as 
conservation reserve 

• The chorus to declare Hesaraghatta grasslands as Greater Hesaraghatta Grasslands 
Conservation Reserve is once again gaining momentum.  

• Green activists and residents of the area, organised under the banner “Save 
Hesaraghatta Grasslands ” to push the Karnataka government to declare the 
grasslands as a conservation reserve.  

• In 2021, the Forest Department had proposed before the State Board for Wildlife, 
chaired by the Chief Minister, to declare the grasslands as Greater Hesaraghatta 
Grasslands Conservation Reserve which was rejected by the Board.  

• However, in July earlier this year, the High Court directed the State Board for Wildlife 
to recon sider the proposal to declare the grasslands as a Conservation Reserve.  
Conservation Reserve 

• It is a state-owned area adjacent to National Parks and sanctuaries for the protection 
of the landscape, seascape, and habitat of fauna and flora. It is overseen by a 
Conservation Reserve Management Committee. 

• This category of protected area was first established under the Wildlife (Protection) 
Amendment Act of 2003. 

• After consulting with local communities, the State Government may declare any area 
owned by the Government as a conservation reserve. 

• Tiruppadaimarathur conservation reserve in Tirunelveli, Tamil Nadu is the country's 
first conservation reserve. 

• The rights of people who live within a Conservation Reserve are unaffected. 
• There are 100 existing conservation reserves in India, covering an area of 4927.28 

km2, or 0.15 percent of the country's geographical area. 
• Karnataka has 15 Conservation Reserves.  

 

11.Masti Kadambari-Katha Puraskar ceremony 
• Masti KadambariKatha Purskar 2022 award presentation ceremony organised by Dr. 

Masti Venkatesh Iyengar Trust to be held.  
• Noted poet Dr. Doddarangegowda will present the awards to Mallikarjuna Hiremath, 

Dr. Gajanana Sharma, and Dadapeer Jaiman.  

 

12.Tipu Express is now Wodeyar Express 
• The Railways has renamed Tipu Ex press, which plies between Mysuru and 

Bengaluru, as Wodeyar Express while an express service from Mysuru to Talaguppa 
has been named after poet laureate Kuvempu.  

• This step was taken to highlight the contribution of the Wadiyars to the development 
and expansion of railways in the then princely Mysore state.   

• Similarly, the Talguppa Mysuru Express has been renamed as Kuvempu Express 
after the poet laureate, who was born in Tirthahalli in Shivamogga district. 
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1.MGNREGS to fund work to reverse desertification of land 
across the States 

• With limited funds to deal with the gargantuan task of restoring degraded land and 
reversing desertification in the country, the government is now planning to bring 
convergence between the Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee 
Scheme (MGNREGS) and the Pradhan Mantri Krishi Sinchayee Yojana (PMKSY).  

• According to the Desertification and Land Degradation Atlas published by the 
Environment Ministry in 2021, at least 30% of India's total geographical area is under 
the category of “degraded land”.  

• Jharkhand, Rajasthan, Delhi, Gujarat and Goa have more than 50% of land area 
undergoing desertification or degradation, while States with less than 10% land 
degradation are Kerala, Assam, Mizoram, Haryana, Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, Punjab and 
Arunachal Pradesh.  

• Under the Pradhan Mantri Krishi Sinchayee Yojana (PMKSY), activities such as ridge 
area treatment, drainage line treatment, soil and moisture conservation, rainwater 
harvesting, nursery raising, afforestation, horticulture and pasture development are 
done. The Union government now wants the States to undertake these activities 
using MGNREGS funds, which go towards both material and wage components. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.Early warning for heatwaves sees huge improvement 

 

Mains 

Economy 

Environment 
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• A heatwave is a period of unusually hot weather with above normal temperatures that 
typically last three or more days. In India, heatwaves are generally experienced 
during MarchJune.  

• On an average, two-three heatwave events are expected every season.  
• Heatwaves are predominantly observed over two areas, central and northwest India 

and another over coastal Andhra Pradesh and Odisha, supported by favourable 
atmospheric conditions.  

• Total duration of heat waves has increased by about three days during the last 30 
years and a further increase of 1218 days is expected by 2060.  

• In future climate, heat waves will be spread to new areas including southern parts of 
India. Climate change is causing heat waves more frequently, and they are much 
stronger and can last for more days. 
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PALLAVI SATENAHALLI           
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER

LOKESH D S
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER

KAVYARANI K. V. 
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER
STELLA VARGHESE ASHARANI

DYSP - EXE
CHETHAN GOWDA U C 

ADTO
LAXMIKANTH

ADTO

SMITHA G SMANASA
ARCS

JAYANTH D
ACCT

ACCT
BHOOTHE GOWDA

DYSP 

OUR ACHIEVEMENTS 

UPSC TOPPERS

VANI U.
Tahasildar

Tahasildar
VINAYAKA SAGAR

RAJESHWARINAYANA S.
Tahasildar

SANTHOSH S. H.
Tahasildar

PARSHURAM SATTIGERI
Tahasildar Tahasildar

VARSHA
CTO

HUSHENSAB
Tahasildar

SUDARSHAN
Tahasildar

NAZIYA SULTANA
ALC

KAVITHA
EO

SHAMITHA
CTO

PAVANKUMAR K
CO

RAMESH BAGALI KAVITHA S. K.
ARCS ARCS

www.credenceias.com
Mobile : 9654506161



RAMESH K. MADHURAJ
Asst. Commissioner

PRAMOD KUMAR J.
TSW Tahasildar

SHIVANAND M
Dy. SP.

MANJUSHREE G.L. MANEESH NAYAKBOLAJI PATIL GOURISHANKAR
C.T.O. C.T.O.C.T.O. TSW

PRADEEP N.

KOTRESH B.M. SUNIL KUMAR

SHOBHITHA

ASP PRISONS Asst. Commissioner CT

SHANTAGOUDA G.

RENUKAMMA

AD. Food

Tahasildar

RAYAPPA H. PRASHANT H. PRAMOD L. PATIL NAGARAJ SIRWAR SAMEER MULLA NARASIMHA
Asst. Commissioner Asst. Commissioner Executive Officer Executive OfficerTahasildar DySP

SANJEEV S. DEVARAJ SHRUTHI

CHANDRASHEKAR

CHENAMMA RUBIA BANU
ACCT DYSP

MANJUNATH G HANUMANTH
DYSP

PSI 
TOPPERS
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